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who are we?
outofbounds is a small company dedicated to
producing awesome user experiences, be it on
screen or paper.
We began our journey in 2009 with the major goal
to change the stand-still design and development
landscape in Greece.
Soon, we undertook ambitious projects that varied
in style and scope. From simple advertising
websites, to large e-commerce systems with
connection to external databases and systems,
everything we do must always be elegant, usable and enable the users to do their work
efficiently, without frustration.

the people
outofbounds currently employs six versatile people. We don't consider ourselves as
developers, designers or testers. Duties are shared and each one of us is good at a
multitude of tasks. This keeps life interesting and our team agile and easy to adapt to new
challenges. We are not ninjas, wizards or rockstars* but we are geeks, and very good at our
jobs.

the philosophy
We take pride in our work and we love to operate on the cutting edge of technology. The
web is a technology we all shape and this is unprecedented. We want what we do to be fun
and this reflects on the quality of our products. Join us to a quick tour around our projects.

*they belong in Japan, Hogwarts and concert stages respectively, not staring at our computers

whether you need
A simple
website
or support to
run
a
startup
we got you covered

Artists
Photographers and other artists have entrusted us
with their online presence. Their websites reflect
their own aesthetic and are designed to direct
attention, above all, to their creations.

Architects
Architects are always very demanding
when designing a website. We are
proud to have gained their trust.

Innovative startups begin here
If you are starting up on a project that requires information technology
expertise, you just found the right partner. With years of
experience and networking in the startup
world we will get together and develop a
solution that will launch your project
to the skies.

Cyclefi
Cyclefi disrupts the recycling
industry by incentivising everybody
to participate with discounts in everyday
products. With continuous tracking over
the lifecycle of the recyclable material the
system we developed together with the cyclefi founders makes sure all of the signature
orange bags will reach their destination to the recycling center instead of being thrown
away. This way both the recyclers, local authorities and the end user have something to
gain.

Tractor Analytics
Tractor analytics is a project jointly developed with the Agricultural University of Athens.
Using industry standard interfaces it can connect to almost all modern tractors and allow
the operator to adjust the tractor speed in order to reduce fuel consumption without
affecting tillage quality.

Themis
Themis is a system that allows travellers to pinpoint illegal trash
disposal. The areas where trash is disposed of illegally pose a threat to
the environment and public health. Themis aims to compose a comprehensive map of all
the locations so that authorities can take action.

Delivery Website
E-commerce platform targeting delivery of food and other goods. Armed with all the
functionality required by the demanding food delivery industry this e-store allows business
owners to build their own customer base and escape commision based memberships in
restaurant aggregators.

Administration User Experience
Website administration panels may be for internal use only, but this doesn't mean they
have to be ugly. We do our best so that the people who update their website have an
enjoyable time doing that. Instant updates and clean, large, intuitive controls are the
choices we made towards quick and effortless use. Drag & drop and all the other goodies
of rich desktop applications are available
through the in-browser interface.

Business software
Our business software ranges from e-commerce solutions with completely customized
user-facing interface, to insurance broker's crm complete with all the offers and packages
from all the major insurance companies in Greece, to geolocation software for countrywide
censi.
Complex calculations are performed in real time when a new database entry is recorded,
and databases can be imported and exported to common file types for further analysis.

Online Market Research Software
Online surveys are a breakthrough to market research, as they can give near-instant
insights to the merchants, about their customers' preferences and opinions. Our software
enables this opportunity through a feature-rich, yet
simple interface which clearly and consicely presents
key factors that shape the customers' behaviour and
decisions.
It also enables the researcher to quickly codify the
responses of the public into quantifiable pools, on
which further calculations will be performed.

e-commerce Software
Our e-commerce platform has a single
goal: to be efficient for the store
owner. Options and customizability
that targets the web professional is
left out, so that the merchant can
focus on what matters most: his
merchandise. The web part of the
system is our job, and we are much better at coding than frobbing GUI knobs anyway.
Our platform supports a variety of delivery and payment methods, filters, widgets and
product variants. Special implementations include a t-shirt design platform and connection
to a nation-wide database of books.
We have tested and successfully run an instance with over 40000 products on limited
resources, with great performance.

Mobile Applications
Computing has moved into our pockets. The future is there and we have been watching it
closely since it's inception. Both applications and mobile-first websites are going to
increasingly attract users' attention, as we evolve into having shorter and shorter attention
and free time spans.

IMAP Mail Client Profimail
What started as an adaptation of an older piece of
software evolved into writing a mail client from
scratch. The project never finished but it gave us a
broad understanding of the basic internet
standards and multithreaded native development
for mobile in C++

integration

with
the
underlying
platform

Developed in Qt and QML it has an innovative UI that enhances
productivity on the go. It features push notifications for new emails that are fully integrated into the platform, complete with
pulling back notifications for new mail read on another device
and updating the notifications with new emails as they arrive.
A daemon in the background makes certain that no e-mails get
neglected while the application is not running, and
multithreading ensures that the UI stays fluid while messages
are being processed in the background.

Speedcrunch mobile calculator
There are a thousand calculators out there for each platform,
why another one? Because this is an adaptation of the very
good KDE calculator, which provides quick calculations, calc-as-you type and a wide variety
of functions to choose from. By adding two mathematical
keyboards to the native input method of harmattan it is deeply
integrated and takes advantage of the accuracy and speed
improvements of a system-wide keyboard. Variations of this
application are available for four different platforms including
Blackberry 10 and Sailfish.

Timenow
Deep integration with the underlying platform is our specialty.
Timenow is an application that implements a Nokia Glance -like
feature, several years in advance, for the Maemo operating
system. The application uses the proximity sensor to guess when
you pull the phone out of your pocket and briefly shows the
lockscreen.

ρCam (rawcam)
Rawcam offered for the first time
the possibility to capture raw
images on the Nokia N9. It evolved
into a fully functional camera
application, that included many of
the advanced functions only dSLR
cameras usually offer, like manual
focus, shutter time setting, high
ISOs and back curtain flash.
Using clever software based

PHOTOGRAPHY
at it's best

stabilization, which combined multiple successive exposures with movement data from the
phones accelerometer, it managed to compete with next generation models with better
camera sensors. It was a first place winner at the 2012 maemo coding competition in the
multimedia category. The application was later developed for the N900 too.

Contactlaunch
Contactlaunch filled a gap on the Nokia N9 and added the ability of creating direct dial
shortcuts and shortcuts to contacts, on your app grid. The application was a great success
and made it into the official Nokia blog, Conversations, which recommended it as one of
the 3 must-have applications for the N9. Contactlaunch is also available on Blackberry 10.

picknpass
picknpass is a crowdsourcing platform for
deliveries. It allows a sender to find people willing
to deliver his package and commuters to regain
something from their daily ride, while helping the
environment. Using the latest push notification
technologies, and implementing a wide array of
features such as SMS confirmation and online
credits, it makes the process seamless and easy to
follow by both parties.
Along with the app we designed the logo, business
card and presentation of the enterprise.

Mnemonice
Mozilla has been pushing HTML5 forward and we
can finally say that HTML/CSS/js is app-worthy.
That's why we created mnemonice as a proof of
concept FirefoxOS app.

R U Fast?
How fast do you dare to drive? Compete with
other people all over the globe for the highest top speed.

FUN&GAMES

chat around
Chat with people in your vicinity, plain and
simple. Someone in the same bar might
recommend a delicious cocktail, a neighbor
might know a cozy place to go out tonight, or a
nearby store might have the perfect offer today.
Just choose a radius and post your message.

oobProfile
Change your profile to match your environment. This context aware application, helps
silence the phone when appropriate, without having to do that manually. When you visit a
place where you want your phone to be silent, just change profile through the app. Next
time you go there, the selected profile will be automatically activated.

Fire alert
Instantly send your location and a photo of the fire source to the emergency services.
Works without internet connection.

Census
Application that helps census interviewers to collect data and transmit them to a central
database, when a connection is available. Data collected includes location and photos of
the premises.

branding
and marketing material
Branding
We can also take care of corporate branding and prepare all the designs for stationary,
business cards, packaging, and of course, the website.

Secos Greek Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil
The award winning packaging of the Secos Olive Oil decorates the shelves of some of the
finest Delicatessen stores around Europe and soon in other parts of the world.
Let us create a distinctive brand image for your company, that will help your products
stand out from the competition.

logos
and wordmarks

